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Our dedicated team of turf professionals will work with you to identify and 
implement the very best in agronomic programs.

We search for innovative, high performance products and with our added 
knowledge we bring solutions to help address your challenges. We believe adding 
our expertise to yours creates a winning formula.
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Looking To Improve your Course 
restoration and course improvements  
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Can you hear the buzz in the air? The buzz that we 
normally encounter is about a month ahead of schedule 

than most years. It is almost unheard of to be playing golf 
in Calgary and the South in February. This excitement is 
very contagious and I know the questions have changed 
from “What do you do in the winter?” to “When will the 
golf course be open?” I know personally this excitement has 
rubbed off and I have looked at some dates on the calendar 
for potential opening dates. The Masters weekend is usually 
the first date that comes to mind and most years we do not 
achieve that date, but maybe this year. We will have to wait 
and see what Mother Nature has in store for us. 

 The excitement has also been felt at the board level. 
2016 is going to be quite a year for the AGSA. The office 
has officially been moved from Airdrie, where it has been 
for quite some time, to Olds. So please take note of the new 

address, telephone numbers, and email address and make 
the necessary changes in your contacts or for some of you, 
in your Rolodex’s. Dennis McKernan is now settling into the 
Executive Director’s chair, so you may notice a change to 
some of our events. Please communicate with us what you 
like or dislike of the changes, as we are always looking to 
improve them. Another situation that is creating excitement 
for the board is the changes with CGSA. The CGSA is doing a 
very good job involving and informing all of the associations 
across the country. We are in exciting times right now and I 
am very confident that you will see changes that will elevate 
the Superintendent Profession to new levels. 

Lastly, I would like to thank everyone for renewing your 
memberships and I look forward to seeing all of you at our 
first meeting and golf event at Blackhawk. 



KESO TURF SUPPLIES LTD.
7237 Wilson Avenue
Delta, BC V4G 1E5

Phone: (604) 940-2240
Fax:     (604) 940-2244

Toll Free: 1-800-665-1988

Serving Alberta Superintendents for over 30 Years

Brad Smith - Technical Representative
Northern Alberta
Cell: (587) 985-1126   Email: brad@keso.ca

Kelly Watkins - Senior Technical Representative
Central & Southern Alberta 
Cell: (403) 860-9299   Email: kelly@keso.ca

Dave Robbins - Senior Technical Representative
Southern Alberta
Cell: (403) 803-9748   Email: dave@keso.ca

www.kesoturfsupplies.com

Working Together Getting Results
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Turfgrass maintenance was first described as a 
combination of art and science in Hank Miller’s article, 

“Maintenance Changes from Art to Art and Science,” 
in Golfdom’s April 1952 edition. Miller’s article reviews 
changes in golf course mechanization, improved cultivars, 
and architects’ beginning to become maintenance minded. 
He concludes with a discussion on the importance of 
maintaining a golf course up to modern-day golfers’ 
standards, while still taking time as the superintendent to 
go out and have a feel for her/his course. Flash forward 
almost 65 years, and we are still balancing the art and 
science of turfgrass maintenance. Today’s modern day 
standards must not only balance a golfer’s expectations 
on playability, but should include a sustainable approach. 
Sustainable is one of those cringe-worthy over-used ‘buzz’ 
words we encounter on a daily basis. However, it is quite a 
suitable term when we consider its definition of sustainable 

development, as defined by the United Nations’ Food and 
Agriculture Organization (UN FAO, 1989):

“ the management and conservation of the natural resource 
base, and the orientation of technological and institutional 
change in such a manner as to ensure the attainment 
and continued satisfaction of human needs for present 
and future generations. Such sustainable development 
conserves land, water, plant and animal resources, is 
environmentally non-degrading, technically appropriate, 
economically viable, and socially acceptable.”

Today’s golf course superintendent must consider the 
best cultural practices that will conserve natural resources 
while being sustainable. Technology has improved the 
playing conditions and maintenance of golf courses, however 
the static nature of environmental conditions and societal 
standards have resulted in restrictions on the use of inputs 
across the continent. Developing a database of information 

incorPorating datainto the Path   towards accountable sustainability

ANY BRAND
ANY MODEL
ANY BUDGET

Western Canada’s leader in Premium Used Turf Equipment
www.prairieturfequipment.com

204-515-2121
info@prairieturfequipment.com
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KatiE dodson
Prairie Turfgrass  
Research Centre

into the Path   towards accountable sustainability
ranging from: local climatic conditions, to tracking greens 
performance based upon rootzone moisture status, and 
turfgrass quality, will result in an invaluable tool that can track 
the use of resources and help to fine-tune cultural practices. 
Luckily the tools for monitoring turfgrass physiological states 
are becoming more financially accessible.

At the turn of the century we began to see technological 
advancements in the monitoring tools that aided turfgrass 
scientists to measure turfgrass quality and performance with 
the generation of quantitative data. Traditionally, turfgrass 
quality was solely represented through qualitative methods 
such as the 1-9 National Turfgrass Evaluation Program 
(NTEP) scale (Morris, [date unknown]). Using qualitative 
ratings has been scrutinized due to the subjective nature of the 
data generated (Horst et al., 1984; Skogley and Sawyer, 1992; 
Bell et al., 2009; Karcher and Richardson, 2013). Qualitative 
data gathered consistently from the same observer results 
in statistically significant data that represents differences 
in turfgrass quality and performance (Hort et al. 1984; Bell 
et al., 2009), however when compared between observers 
the numbers generated are not always consistent. This has 
resulted in a combination of qualitative and quantitative 
observations being complied using scientifically sound tools. 
These tools have rapidly evolved over the past decade into 
small portable devices that are now more readily available 
for superintendents. These devices aid in the development 
of databases that when combined with the observations 
made by the turf care crew and the players about the daily 
performance of the course will result in an invaluable tool 
when tracking your road to accountable sustainability. 

using colour as a Measure of performance
Currently there are various methods for evaluating 

turfgrass quality and performance based upon color. The 
primary methods measure light reflectance either in the form 
of a digital picture or measured wavelengths reflecting off the 
canopy. Spectrum Technologies are the primary producer 
of hand held devices that can measure turfgrass quality 
based upon greenness. The two hand held devices have 
GPS capabilities so they can link into Spectrum’s mapping 

platform, to make the data collected more user friendly. 
FieldScout Green Index and Turf App Board is a new edition 
for monitoring quality based upon wavelength reflection. It 
uses a board that is placed on turf for a quick calibration and 
a manual collection of data that is stored in your smartphone. 

Moisture Monitoring
The two predominant hand-held moisture monitoring 

devices: Spectrum’s FieldScout TDR 300; and Stevens’ POGO 
both have good support programs for tracking moisture 
profiles of playing surfaces. The moisture profiles are 
manually taken and can be stored into the device or linked to 
a supporting smart phone or tablet. In addition to measuring 

Continued on page 08
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% moisture, the POGO stick also has the ability to measure 
salinity based on EC settings and temperature, which is also 
stored and mapped in its support system. 

Irrigation systems also have sensor packs that have the 
potential to be linked into their respected support systems. 
The two primary systems are: Toro’s Turf Guard sensors, and 
Rainbird’s Integrated Sensor System. Both can be placed 
in fixed positions on the green and monitor temperature, 
moisture, and salinity in real-time with updates to the data at 
short intervals. The data collected is linked into their central 
controls and can help with irrigation scheduling conditions. 
The platforms are relatively easy to use, and result in real-
time data that can be examined in charts, or bar and line 
graphs that can represent daily fluctuations, to weekly, to 
monthly, and seasonally (Fig. 1). These can be used to fine-
tune irrigation practices, leading to excellent performance, 
while keeping plant health as the primary focus. 

We set out to change the way in which 
sport netting was made, and we did just 
that. Since 1997, we’ve been honing our 

craft to bring you the most advanced sport 
netting systems in the world today. 

Custom designed netting systems for  
golf, baseball and hockey.

Installations  
Worldwide
 
Toll Free   
800 936 6388
netexnetting.ca

•  Virtually invisible Dyneema®  
netting with 10 year warranty

•  Polyester barrier netting with 
5 year warranty

•  Steel, tapered, engineered poles, 
certified worldwide 

• Wood poles, up to 140’ high

•  Baseball: 
Engineered backstops up to 120’ high

Turf and Rec ad - half pg H - due Feb 20th 

Fig. 1. Turf Guard Sensor data represented in the SiteVision platform by 
Toro. In ground sensors placed at areas representing the microclimates 
of individual greens, allows for concise real-time data representing 
moisture status, temperature, and salinity. Managers can incorporate 
these data as part of their maintenance programs to fine-tune resource 
use on their courses.

Continued from page 07
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playability Measurements:
Performance of putting surfaces has often been measured 

using the Stimpmeter since the original design by Edward 
S. Stimpson in 1935, to determine green speeds. While the 
controversy of displaying Stimpmeter results to the golfer 
results in endless discussions amongst turfgrass managers, 
it is definitely an affordable tool for superintendents to 
evaluate the surface conditions of their greens. More recently 
the USGA and Spectrum technologies released the FieldScout 
TruFirm, which like the other handheld devices mentioned 
earlier has an easy to use interface and the potential to GPS 
link the collected data points via Bluetooth to a smart phone 
or tablet interface. Many superintendents are also using the 
TruFirm on their bunkers. A device out of the UK known as 
the Parry Meter measures the trueness and smoothness of 
playing surfaces. It is an interesting tool that can be used 
to evaluate the effectiveness of topdressing and cultivation 
programs, however may only be in the realm of a researcher’s 
budget at this point. 

 With all the tools to collect empirical data, having a 
natural eye and understanding of turfgrass culture still plays 
an important role in maintenance. It’s the superintendent’s 
role to gather and interpret the data as it pertains to the 
performance of the course. Most properties are a collection 
of environments: constructed at various times, with varying 
methods, and with varying microclimates; therefore, having 
a one-size fits all approach will not always work. The tools 
discussed will help, particularly when gathered into a platform 
that compiles data for predictive monitoring of turfgrass 
conditions. The data collected will also help when discussing 
maintenance requirements as they reflect to playability for 
communicating with greens committees, or other interested 
parties. There are many platforms available for helping to 
organize the information from the tools mentioned, or you can 
begin to create your own database that reflects your needs 
for communication between your crew for pin placements 
through to overall pictures of resources used to provide 
consistent playability for end users. 

Science has helped to move towards higher standards of 
quality, however, it is the art that keeps turf managers moving 
their practice in a positive direction. As John Foy’s 2014 
article “Golf Course and Turfgrass Management: Evolution 

www.clarkssupply.com

Distributors of:

We supply high quality products  
in conjunction with expertise and  

exceptional service.

Clark’s Supply & Service Ltd.
124 Orchard Way, Strathmore, AB T1P 1R8
Phone 1-866-224-8873
or 403-901-0018

Check out our web site for all the lines we carry!

Continued on page 10
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from an Art to a Science” in the USGA’s Green Section Record 
emphasizes the importance of getting out and seeing the 
course from the golfer’s perspective is vital in knowing your 
property. 

The culmination of the art and science of turfgrass 
management has smoothed the path towards sustainability, 
which according to the FAO’s definition focuses on conserving 

natural resources through the use of technology and acting 
in a fiscally responsible and socially acceptable way, while 
ensuring greenspaces for future generations. 
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Project Management/Supervision Design

30 years experience gained on projects in Canada & Europe
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The 2016 Canadian Golf Course Management Conference 
in Toronto was a great event, and Alberta representation 

was once again top notch. Alberta has been a leader not only 
provincially among the associations but now nationally as 
James Beebe from Priddis Greens takes over as President of 
the CGSA. We look forward to James’ leadership and he will 
no doubt steer the ship in the right direction. Not only were 
we celebrating the excellence in our industry in Toronto, it 
was also a special anniversary as the CGSA hits its 50th year. 
Not so coincidentally the conference was our venue to unveil 
the re-development of the association. 

At a very well attended AGM, soon to be President 
James Beebe unveiled our strategy going forward with the 
association. We will touch on some of the highlights. 

Membership Fees: 
A 25% reduction has been put in place. The association 

has listened to the responses of the members and non-
members, it was felt there was a perception the fee was 
too high and the value wasn’t there. This price adjustment 
has put us more in-line with other associations. With the 
fee change we looked at the some services that have been 
underutilized. Services such as the Law protector, Accidental 
Death coverage and a reduction in office staff have made the 
fee reduction possible. Going forward office sharing with 
the CDN Club Manager’s Association has reduced our office 
costs even more. Together these actions allow us to take the 
bold step of reducing membership fees. 

conference & tradeshow: 
Our feedback was overwhelming in support of the 

national conference. The education value of our event is 
always second to none and that will continue. We will return 
to our more traditional date of late February, early March, and 
look for the 2017 event to be in BC! Smaller venues where 
we can make the conference an experience are one change 
you can expect. The Tradeshow will undergo a transformation 
when we hit BC, those details are in motion but expect to see 
change and new opportunities for our industry partners. 

accreditation: 
A re-vamp to this program is underway. We will look 

to incorporate educational sessions both nationally and 
provincially as credit towards certification. 

provincial relations: 
We have put a tremendous amount of importance in 

enhancing our relationships with the provincial partners. Our 
relationship has always been strong with the AGSA and we 
look to grow the collaborative efforts for the benefit of both 
associations.

Of course all of these changes must be done with the 
viability of the association in mind. The Toronto conference 
has put us off on the right foot and support from our members 
will go a long way in continuing our great association. 

dustin  
Zdan
CGSA  

Alberta Directorcgsareport

Est. 1927

Sales Consultants

For
All Your

Golf Course
Supplies

915 - 23 Avenue SE • Calgary, AB T2G 1P1 • (403) 263-4200
Fax: (403) 237-0029 • E-mail: progar@telusplanet.net

Rob Veno (N. Alta. & BC)
(780) 910-8402

Peter Krebs (S. & C Alta)
(587) 434-6638

Tom Wright (Sask.)
(306) 921-7615

John Lipski (Southern BC)
(250) 862-0967
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Mark  
begin
superintendent, 
Medicine hat Golf 
and country club

Where were you 
born and raised?
I was born in 
Regina but grew 
up in Lloydminster 
Saskatchewan. 

did you come from a big or small family?
A small family of one sister.

are you married with children?
I have been married to Sarah for 10 years this March, and I 
have two girls. Abby has been on the planet for 8 years and 
Lily 4. 

What made you decide on a career in turfgrass 
management and what do you think your career would be 
if you hadn’t become a superintendent? 
I grew up with the game of golf, and as a kid my dad used to 
take me every weekend to a small nine-hole golf course with 
sand greens. Even back then I can remember how I loved 
waking up early and being the first one on the golf course. 
I worked for the turf-care department at the Lloydminster 
Golf and Country club through high school and University. 
When I was in my 3rd year of University I had a summer 
job as an Engineering student. This was my first summer 
away from a golf course, and I hated that fact, therefore I 
decided to take a year off from University. I always thought 
that if Engineering didn’t work out golf was in my future 
but I wasn’t sure yet. So I enrolled in Fairview College and 
Engineering for the following school year. I then proceeded 

to jump onto a plane to India and forgot about school. On 
my return flight of 18 plus hours, I had a little time to think 
and decided to drive to Fairview. There I received a great turf 
education and met my wife.   

tell us about your career and educational paths and how 
long you have been at your current location? 
I started working at a golf course in high school, but it 
wasn’t until I began at Priddis Greens that my real education 
began. After 10 years at Priddis I was ready to move on. I’m 
going into my 6th season as Superintendent at Medicine Hat 
Golf and Country Club.

tell us about your golf course and what your biggest 
challenges are? 
The golf course is located on the North side of the South 
Saskatchewan River within the city of Medicine Hat. We 
celebrated our 100th anniversary in 2013 as a golf club. It is 
a traditional parkland golf course squeezed into 110 acres, 

suPerintendentProfile

403 262 5600
www.EagleLakeLandscape.com

403 262 5600
www.EagleLakeLandscape.com

STRATHMORE, ALBERTA

Suppliers of
Quality Turfgrass

Suppliers of
Quality Turfgrass

Kentucky Bluegrass Sod
- Regular & Fairway Cut,

Small Roll & Big Roll

Fine Fescue Sod
Bentgrass - USGA sand-based

Contract Grow Available
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every tree has been planted, not much elevation change, 
and the tees are close to every green. These factors make 
it a very enjoyable walk and because all the holes run so 
close to each other, it is impossible to lose a ball, allowing 
a chance at redemption for any errant shot you make. One 
of the biggest challenges we have right now is keeping the 
greens consistent from hole to hole; we are in the process 
of resurfacing all of our greens. We currently have 10 T1 
bentgrass greens, 6 greens that are a Penncross/Poa mix 
and finally two green that are push up, consisting mostly 
of Poa. We are planning to rebuild the push up greens the 
fall of 2017 and hopefully the fall of 2018 we will resurface 
the remaining 6 greens, completing our greens resurfacing 
project.

do you have any preferences for golf course equipment or 
fertilizers?
I don’t really have any preferences. I think the technology 
behind the new equipment and fertilizer has made huge 
leaps forward, even over my short career.  

in your opinion how has the role of the Golf course 
superintendent changed the most since your start in the 
industry? 
I think one of the biggest role changes for the Golf Course 
Superintendent has been going from someone who was 
viewed as the one who manages the golf course from 
behind the scenes, to now having an active daily role with 
the membership and golfers. 

What is the most important event of the year for you and 
your club?
We host a 3-day tournament every Victoria Day weekend. 
It’s a hard push to get the golf course ready so early, but 
it really sets up the year by getting the course tournament 
ready in May. 

What is your 
favorite travel 
destination?
My family and I 
have had some 
great vacations 
in Vancouver and 
Palm Springs.

What is your 
favorite 
restaurant? 
Right now it’s 
all about family 
restaurants, and 
Boston Pizza does 
it the best. 

What golf course 
would you play 
if you had your 
choice? 
I would like to travel to the home of golf and play as many 
links golf courses as I could, finishing with St. Andrews. 

What do you like to do away from the course?
Spending time with my family. Every day I’m driving the kids 
to something like gymnastics, dance, swim club, or cheer. 

do you have any mentors?
Don Bilyk , Kim Bodnar and James Beebe have all had a 
huge impact on my career in turf. And I would like to thank 
them for their guidance over the years.

is there anything else you would like to add? 
I hope everyone has a great start to 2016 season, and look 
forward to seeing everyone at the spring meeting. 

Versa-GreenVersa-Green
NEW-TECH TURF
P R O D U C T S  L T D .

Dave Whiting
President

Cell: 780-497-1327

Toll Free: 1-888-429-8873 Phone: (780) 440-6959
E-mail: newtech@telus.net

Box 41172 Edmonton, AB T6J 6M7

Fax: (780) 465-2223
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The winter of 2014-2015 was an anomaly; minimal snow 
cover, generally warm temperatures from December 

onward, and rain events followed by freezing temperatures, 
all lead to the three letter word that is best suited in a rink 
or on a pond. It was in the spring of 2015 that I realized 
the importance and how crucial our “sandwich” tarping 
system is for our Poa annua/Bentgrass putting greens on 
the Meadows Course, and that having as pure a stand of 
Bentgrass in our climate offers the best chance of success 
in our uncertain climate.

Our total area of 52 putting surfaces is 378,000 ft2, which 
includes The Forest 18 (T1 Bentgrass), 4 Practice greens 
(A4), 2 Practice greens (T1), Bridges 9 (A4), The Meadows 16 
(Poa/Bentgrass), 2 Greens on The Meadows were resurfaced 
to Penncross in Spring of 2012, and the Greens Nursery (T1).

Many micro-climates and varied grass types dictate 
the type of protection that we have chosen to use, and this 
is an evolving process. This past winter was the third that 
we used the “Flax Sandwich” method (permeable tarp on 
bottom, 8” Flax, impermeable tarp on top) and has grown 
from 6 full and 3 partial greens in the fall of 2013, to 14 
full greens in the fall of 2015. Various Superintendents have 
been using this covering system, or modifications of it, in 
our climate for years, and continue, due to the success they 
have experienced with it. Positive springtime results of the 
covered Poa/Bentgrass greens have not only forced us to 
grow this program to what it is today, but provide our site 
the best chance of a manageable spring for the membership 
to enjoy their facility. All sites are different, and by no means 
are we implying this is the best method out there, it is just 
one that we have experienced positive results from.

Protecting the investMent

• Tru-Turf Rollers • Dakota Topdressers • Falcon Covered Spray Booms 

• SGM Topdressing Brushes • Wiedenmann Deep Tine Aerators • Bayco Golf • Foley Grinders • Lastec Mowers 

• Buffalo Turbine • Golf-Lift • AerWay • AgriMetal Vacuums & Blowers

Consider us part of your crew.

1.877.627.8468

martindeerline.com

17104-118 Ave. Edmonton

11184-42 St. Calgary

Official 

Golf 

Equipment 

Supplier

G O L F
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chris patErson
AAGS 

Glencoe Golf & 
Country ClubProtecting the investMent different Methods of Protection for Putting 

surfaces at the glencoe golf & country club
Spring of 2015 reaffirmed just how important covering 

greens in exposed areas are to us. Especially our older Poa/
Bentgrass greens. The 6th green on the Meadows course has 
open exposure to the south and east, and is sheltered to the 
north and west. This area historically holds its snow until the 
final melt of spring, and with some help of physical removal 
of water trapped on the surface from poor surface drainage, 
early springtime 
conditions have been 
fairly manageable 
in the past. Mother 
Nature would force 
us to add 6 Meadows 
green to the list of 
insulated greens 
for the fall of 2015, 
based on the poor 
results from an 
unordinary winter as 
seen in the pictures 
to the right.

 Shown is the front portion of this green, picture taken 
from the north side toward the front portion. It was not until 
the first week of July that a hole location was cut here, even 
with additional fertility, verti-cutting, seeding, and moisture 
management. During the week long tarping process last 
October, remembering what this green looked like only 
7 months prior provided motivation to our team while 
undergoing this last main maintenance event of the season.

preparing for the uncertain:
Winter preparation is another reminder to us that having 

the right type of turf on our putting greens not only gives 
the best chance for success, but also reduces the amount 
of time to complete this task. A day and a half was spent 
topdressing or covering with evergreen tarps 4 primarily 
bentgrass managed greens (73% of total greens), and 5 full 
days were spent installing 14 Poa/Bentgrass greens (27% 
of total greens). Tarp preparation begins once the final plant 
protection application has taken place on the respective golf 

hole, where flax bales and required tarps are staged awaiting 
the call dictated mostly from the weather forecast that we 
“hope” is somewhat accurate. Careful setup takes about a 
week, with efforts to not have to tarp any green more than 
once. We have been quite fortunate the last few seasons 
with having a good sized team to take on this task, as well 
as minimal afternoon wind and frost events that allowed it 
to be as smooth as possible.

The first step for us is securing the bottom permeable 
tarps to the ground with 8” nails, along the perimeter seams. 
This tarp acts not only as a key component of this system, but 
allows for removal of the flax in spring to be done with a ride-
on bunker rake without damage to the surface. Next, the flax 
bales are rolled out and spread out to achieve approximately 
8” depth across the entire putting green. Once completed 

Workman® GTX Series

oakcreekgolf.com

Golf & Turf LP

Calgary, Alberta

3816 64th Avenue SE T2C 2B4
403-279-2907

Edmonton, Alberta
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and confirmed, the non-
permeable top tarps are 
folded out, placed over 
the insulating layer, and 
nailed along the perimeter 
overlapping the collar by 
6” to 1’ to complete the 
sandwich. Pallets are then 
placed where required 
to weigh the tarp down, 
until any winter moisture 
accumulates on the top 
layer. 

Snow cover or not, during the winter months turf 
samples are taken from varied covered greens in January, 
February, and March to give an idea as to what we can 
expect come spring time. Low lying and areas that have 
showing winter damage in the past, are typically where we 
sample from.

Once overnight temperatures are consistently higher 
than -5°C, the top tarp and flax layer is removed from the 
green. Bottom tarps are removed during the day, and if 
deemed necessary are placed back on overnight. This can 
go on for a few weeks and is based on close monitoring of 
the forecast. We are fortunate to have the ability to burn the 
used flax straw from a designated location on our property 
each spring, and this event marks the beginning of a new 
golf season.

other winterization strategies:
Generally speaking, all our mature Bentgrass 

greens receive heavy topdressing after the last fungicide 
application has taken place. Putting greens on The Forest 
course (seeded fall 2013) receive either a white evergreen 
type tarp, topdressing, or neither based on exposure to 
wind, snow holding tendency, if the site is shaded, and 
spring time results over the past two seasons. This process 
will continue to evolve as the Forest greens mature in the 
coming seasons.

Continued from page 15
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We’ve got it.

Contact Plant Health Division:
Eric Gratopp – 1-587-284-4744, or Mark Jull – 1-403-390-2116

1-800-661-4559
www.tlhort.com

We are a full-line supplier of Fertilizer and Seed, and carry 
a full line of turf protection products suited to the Alberta 
environment. 

AGSA March 2016.indd   1 3/14/2016   8:54:39 AM

In the fall when the ground is still workable, turf is sod 
cut along the collars that obstruct positive surface drainage. 
Various tarped and non-tarped greens get this treatment, all 
dependent on if these “Collar Dams” hold moisture on the 
putting surface. Application of black sand during periods of 

favourable weather has shown positive spring time results, 
as a component to this trenching method.

Like every program that is implemented in our 
department at The Glencoe Golf & CC, the end result is to 
be a playable product for our membership to enjoy. There 
are many variables and uncertain factors that can effect this 
come springtime. We feel that through constant evaluation 
and tweaking of our programs, we provide the best chance 
at success on our site. Based on our task tracking analysis 
program, the average annual cost to tarp a Bentgrass green 
is $53, and the average annual cost per Sandwich green is 
$1187 (includes annual cost of $5800 for 14 greens worth 
of flax straw). These numbers take into account the man 
hours for setup and takedown of materials; however do not 
include the initial cost for tarps.

I can’t stress enough the importance of having a great 
team from the management level, to the hourly employee, 
from the planning to the execution of these tasks. We at the 
Glencoe have been fortunate to have a tremendous team to 
be working towards a common goal. Great work team! 
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Mark Marchiori  Superintendent 
 Alberta Beach Golf Resort

MeMberneW
June 7, 2016 ........................ Spring General Meeting 

Blackhawk GC, Edmonton, AB

July 17-19, 2016 .................   Challenge Cup 
Copper Point Resort, Invermere, BC

august 15, 2016 ..................  AGSA Championship 
Pinebrook GC, Calgary, AB

september 18&19, 2016 ...  Fall General Meeting   
Medicine Hat G&CC, Medicine Hat, AB 
Connaught GC, Medicine Hat, AB

october 3&4, 2016 .............  CGSA Fall Field Day 
Royal Montreal GC, Montreal QC

november 28&29, 2016 .....  Property Manager’s Conference 
Coast Hotel, Canmore, AB

reMeMberdates to

 From to

chris prodahl Assistant Superintendent, Priddis Greens G&CC Superintendent, Glendale G&CC
shane Gibson Assistant Superintendent, Windermere G&CC Superintendent, Grande Prairie GC
Kyle sobczak Assistant Superintendent, Lynx Ridge GC Assistant Superintendent, Boulder Creek GC
John able 2nd Assistant Superintendent, Glencoe G&CC Assistant Superintendent, Lynx Ridge GC
stuart Vander Vaart Assistant Superintendent, Silver Tip Resort Assistant Superintendent, Cabot Links GC

Moveon the

ARE  YOU 
STUMPED?

STUMP GRINDING & 
ROOT PRUNING

• • Golf Courses • Parks
 Commercial & Residential 

780.831.9166
mcarrington@telus.net

Visit: mcarringtonandcompany.ca
Proud Member of CGSA, WCTA, PCGSA • 25 Years Experience

Servicing AB & BC

notice of Meeting
DATE: Monday, June 7th, 2016
LOCATION: Blackhawk Golf Club 
 Edmonton, AB
HOST SUPERINTENDENT: Mike Johnson
9:00 – 9:30 am Registration, Coffee
9:30 – 11:00 am Speaker – TBA
11:00 – 11:15 am Coffee Break
11:15 – 12:00 am AGSA Meeting (Dress Code in Effect)
12:00 – 12:45 pm Lunch
1:00 pm Golf
6:00 pm Dinner

Dinner and Prizes will follow golf. 
* Golf Course Industry Affiliates will be invited for lunch, golf and 
dinner

plEasE notE: MEEtinG / GolF FEE is noW $60






